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Abstract: Currently, challenges in quality improvement have driven various enterprises to create
quality management systems in smart factories. The development of quality management systems
enables quality control for reviewing product quality, identification, and eliminating product failures.
However, process adjustment in quality control decisions may be hard to determine when failures
are detected. To overcome this problem, an expert system (ES) that applies the failure mode and
effects analysis (FMEA) method for developing quality control systems in brake disc production
lines is considered. This quality control system concentrates on analyzing product defects that occur
frequently in the production line and will lead to an improved performance of the braking system;
the selected product defects are disc thickness variation (DTV), runout, and parallelism. This quality
control system developed two modules, the designed FMEA (DFMEA) and component FMEA, which
apply a rule-based algorithm for selecting actions. We propose the rules of configuration into the
expert system code. The results indicate that the operator can carry out a quality control system with
decision-making that can be supported by intelligent searching and reasoning in an expert system.

Keywords: quality control; FMEA; brake disc; production line; expert system

1. Introduction

Quality control can be defined as a “part of quality management”, which is vital in nearly every
industry, one of which is the automotive manufacturing industry. Quality control is the process
of analyzing, controlling, and managing all factors involved in production that affect the product
quality process while achieving output uniformity that satisfies specific customer or user requirements.
This involves the inspection of products to ensure that the products are in line with quality standards
and that work is being performed correctly [1]. Quality control can ensure consistency in production
processes and that each product leaving the factory is of the highest quality. In the automotive
manufacturing industry, quality control ensures high-quality automotive components, such as the
brake discs, which is essential to meeting industry standards. A variety of quality control methods
in raw foundry brake discs has been developed for evaluating the surface thickness and conditions,
e.g., three different computer vision systems are used for a fully automated brake disc inspection
systems [2]. Furthermore, to remove causes of defects related to brake disc wear, computer analysis of
the microstructure and chemical composition analysis, as well as a study of the technology of their
production in foundries, has been considered [3]. In brake system components, frequency inspection is
utilized by manufacturers as a means of quality control to encounter defectiveness of a system, such as
a brake squeal [4]. Moreover, a variety of experiments have been carried out to study the braking
performance of brake disc surfaces [5–9], but no publications make reference to quality control of that
brake system parts. However, before being assembled into a brake system, brake disc production
quality control is required to avoid brake system issue. This study indicates that for a brake disc
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finishing manufacturing process analysis, a considerable number of failure mode and effects analysis
(FMEA) data should be performed and each of them comprising some related defects. Thus, the big
volume of defects information involved requires systematic data for its management as imperative.
Those FMEA data will be stored in a database that contains queries to be used in a system in controlling
the defects to get the high-quality results of the brake disc with measurable and verifiable standards.

In this study production of brake discs, there are grinding and balancing processes that are the
finishing manufacturing of brake discs. These processes will be a production line for brake discs to
produce the final product along with other processes such as inspection and dispatching. To improve
the production rate and efficiency, intelligent quality control systems has been developed through
analyzing the removal (or rework) of defective brake discs and production process failures. Thus,
FMEA methodology is used to determine the largest priority among defects and failures, followed
by applications based on expert systems (ES) to solve specific defects in brake disc production lines.
This expert system can result in potential failures and considers data as the main module to implement
preventive measures to reduce failure occurrence, enhance product performance, and manage FMEA
knowledge for product quality improvement in brake disc production lines. FMEA is a well-known tool
for assessing potential failure modes for products or processes by identifying potential product defects,
their causes, and their consequences affecting operation and the environment [10,11]. While expert
systems play a role in dealing with computer programs that have the ability to make decision-making
to solve specific problems [12].

This paper presents an expert system using rule-based algorithm for selecting the recommended
action. To carry out this study, the FMEA method is applied for analyzing brake disc processes
throughout the whole production line, which consists of five stations. The quality control system
based on an expert system is proposed. Moreover, the most frequent quality defects among brake
discs could not be identified by analyzing all data from the automatic measuring device. Thus,
it is important to develop an intelligent quality control system to support operator decision making.
An expert system based on FMEA datasheets is the ideal solution model in evaluating brake disc
production line operation to reduce the amounts of process and product failures, which prevents
these products from meeting end-user requirements. The proposed expert system is designed to
simulate the expert knowledge of specialized maintenance engineers, operators, and technicians into a
computerized program.

2. Research Methodology

The physical experiments in real manufacturing systems for quality control of brake disc production
lines are currently impossible due to limited materials and energy costs, and the production contract
and manufacturing plan cannot be interrupted. Therefore, the FMEA method is an effective tool for
analyzing quality control. As previously described, a variety of quality control in industry raw foundry
brake discs and experiments related to brake systems have been carried out [1–4], but not many related
to the machine manufacturing of brake discs. Moreover, existing quality control for this brake disc
production line distinguishes a quality defect through visual detection without knowing the exact
failures and removing the causes of possible failures.

In this work, we develop an intelligent quality control system-based FMEA method to eliminate
quality defect types in brake disc production lines that is applied in an expert system. This system
uses human expertise to take any action that would normally require human intelligence to create its
knowledge system. This approach must be demonstrated both theoretically and analytically. For this,
research must be carried out in a structured and systematic manner in its implementation. Therefore,
a strategy for developing an intelligent quality control system was created, as shown in Figure 1. Before
implementing the FMEA method for analyzing quality defects, we utilized a literature review from
different academic sources such as reference books, handbooks, reference papers, as well as reports
from industrial development, to define the fundamentals of quality control systems, the FMEA method,
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expert systems, and brake disc manufacturing processes. Intelligent here refers to an evolutionary
shift of FMEA datasheets toward smart processes through the expert system.
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Figure 1. Systematic procedure for carrying out the research.

Firstly, various brake disc production lines were selected, after which we identified the most
relevant defect quality types from the product. Second, interactions between the processing steps were
analyzed to determine the possible failures of the current production process from each station related
to the selected quality defect types. Third, these potential failures are further analyzed using the FMEA
method, in which the risk priority number (RPN) score is calculated according to the severity (S),
occurrence (O), and detection (D). For automotive part companies, it is very important to determine
the root cause of each defect. Subsequently, sorting FMEA data is done based on the highest to the
lowest RPN from each quality defect. An algorithm was then derived based on the decision table and
various rules are generated. Finally, an expert system is developed with DFMEA as the key feature.
This feature provides potential failure data and asks to implement preventive measures to reduce
the occurrence of failure, enhance product performance, and manage FMEA knowledge throughout
the whole brake disc production line continuous improvement. Then, this quality control system
is implemented in the company control room, and the functionality of the developed system was
tested successfully.

3. Quality Defect and FMEA Method

In this study, a brake disc production line consisting of five stations was presented, as shown in
Figure 2. The first station is a picking-up station that unloads semi-finished brake discs. Next is the
balancing station for cutting imbalanced part and the grinding station for finishing the brake disc
surface. Furthermore, to quality assurance of the product, brake discs go to the inspection station for
quality specification measurement and individual tracking marking. The last station is the dispatching
station, in which all good-quality products are loaded to the final palette. Dispatching stations are
not considered in the development of a quality control system, because all quality defects end up
being inspected at the inspection station. Figure 3 shows the type of quality defects of brake disc
to be inspected in this system, specifically disc thickness variation (DTV), runout, and parallelism.
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These quality defects are selected based on the number of defects that have occurred on this brake disc
production line. However, this type of design is the main specification that must have a brake disc that
will lead to the performance system’s brake disc.
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Figure 3. Three types of quality defect

A brief description of each quality defect is given.

• DTV: Disc thickness variation is when the brake disc has a difference in thickness across the
surface. The design specification of this brake disc is measured at more than 12 points along the
circumference, with the management standard being 5 µ or less. This quality defect will lead to
uneven wear and cause the two friction surfaces of the disc to no longer be parallel with each other.

• Runout: Runout is when the centerline is not parallel and concentric with respect to the hub axis,
but instead is tilted with respect to a line perpendicular to the hub axis. The runout tolerance
limit of this disc brake design specification is 25 µ or less at a circumstance of 5 mm from the
outside diameter. Excessive movement of runout will result in vibration and pulsation in the
steering wheel.

• Parallelism: Parallelism is the brake disc thickness variation between two surfaces, which are
designed to be parallel to one another surface within a certain specification. This quality defect
is known as the allowable tolerance coming from DTV. Parallelism is diagnosed by measuring
8 different spots along the surface of the rotor with an outside micrometer and the tolerance limit
is 40 µ or less.

Considering the selected quality types, this study is driven by the need for a system that
enables intelligent acquisition of FMEA data for decision making in offline control processes. Process
analysis is implemented by the FMEA method, and quality defects were analyzed more specifically to
generate interrelated failures of the production process from each station and on products appearances.
Researchers and production teams were both considered for analyzing and determining the risks of
potential failure modes for each station. Potential failure effects, potential causes, or mechanisms,
and the suggestion of corrective actions for overcoming potential failure modes related to quality
defects are also identified as FMEA terminology. FMEA datasheets with a brief description of the
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terminology and variables for analyzing the brake disc production line are shown in Figure 4. Based
on the designed FMEA datasheet, the process function utilizes the features of each station related to
finishing manufacturing of brake discs to generate FMEA terminologies. The potential failure mode
described the phenomenon in which the process fails to perform its intended function, which will affect
the selected quality defects. Then, this terminology is divided into three categories that distinguish
between effects, causes, control detection, and recommended actions. These three categories are
determined as follows: whether the manufacturing process at its station is carried out in a reliable
way or not, how the failure mode effects damages workers or other equipment, and the failure mode
associated to design specifications either the product or machine precision. The variables considered
in the FMEA method are determined to generate the risk of each failure. The terminology of the FMEA
method evaluates failure modes for the FMEA variables, which include Severity (S), Occurrence (O),
and Detection (D) [13]. These FMEA variables are multiplied to determine the risk of each failure,
which is based on the RPN. RPN shows the relative likelihood of a failure mode, in that the higher
number, the more likely it is to occur [14]. For our case study, a FMEA datasheet related to DTV from
the grinding station is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. FMEA datasheet of disc thickness variation (DTV).

Station Process
Function

Potential
Failure Mode

Potential
Failure Effects S Potential

Causes/Mechanisms O Current Process
Control Detection D RPN Rank Recommended

Action
Process
Code

Grinding
station

Surface
processing

Rough surface
finish

Wavy and cross
pattern may not

be completed
6

Heat dissipation
from Cubic boron

nitride (CBN)
grinding wheel

during processing

2

Post process
inspection by

checking on brake
disc surface by

roughness tester

6 72 5

Check the workpiece
RPM in the grinding
operation program

data

DT13

Rough surface
finish

Increased
uneven wear of

CBN wheel
8 CBN dull or loaded 1

In process
inspection by

monitoring the
high cutting speed

variation in
grinding operation

data

5 40 12

Check the
management of tool

counter in
replacement of CBN

wheel (cycle of
replacing CBN

wheel)

DT14

Rough surface
finish Grinding marks 6

Grinding oil
problem (oil

concentration)
2

Post process
inspection by

visual checking on
the brake disc

surface

8 96 2
Check the grinding

oil concentration and
adjust into 4 ± 2%

DT15

Thickness
tolerance
variations

In feed system
variations 6 Poor grinding

wheel quality 2

In process
inspection by

monitoring the rate
of material removal

in grinding
operation data

5 60 7

Check the
management of tool

counter in
replacement of CBN

wheel (cycle of
replacing CBN

wheel)

DT16

Thickness
tolerance
variations

CBN dull or
loaded 9 Material removal

too high 2

Post process
inspection by
checking the

thickness for every
15 degrees of brake

disc surface
manually

6 108 1

Check the cutting
speed variation data

and correct
anti-backlash

problem by adjusting
the clearance of

bearing

DT17

Thickness
tolerance
variations

Poor flatness 5 Work clamping
power exceeded 2

Post process
inspection by
checking the

clamped part by a
clamp force gauge

6 60 8

Manage clamping
pressure setting by
reducing clamping

power

DT18
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Data generated from our case study consists of three FMEA datasheets containing 60 process codes,
where one FMEA sheet is a series of analyses for a quality defect. Before the FMEA data are processed,
each quality defect must arrange the data based on the highest RPN values. From RPN, a critical
summary can be drawn to highlight the station where action is most needed. The top five process
codes for each quality defect will be used in the rule-based algorithm for selecting the recommended
action in the expert system.

4. Expert System Architecture for the Quality Control System

The implementation of the expert system for quality control is done offline in the company
control room, running on an individual manager’s PC. This developed system leads to development
that deploys IT-based systems to support decision processes, known as a decision support system
(DSS) [15]. In practical manufacturing processes, after the operators obtain products with defects from
the installed defective conveyor, they analyze the product in a multi-directional jig with an attached
measuring device and identify the quality defects. Then a decision is needed on whether to eliminate
the defect and prevent other products with the same defect in the manufacturing process. This is
largely dependent on the personal knowledge and experience level of the on-site operator. Under this
specific situation, the quality defects and decision results are uncertain, which may lead to quality
problems that cannot be solved according to their function. Thus, it is important to develop an expert
system to support operator decision making, especially techniques that facilitate the operators to make
the right decision.

An engineering model developed from the FMEA datasheet for selecting an appropriate action
consists of the structured query language (SQL) for developing the database and a rule-based algorithm
for making a decision in each module. Therefore, decision tables are proposed for generating
pseudocode of the rule-based action selection algorithm. The application of a ruled-based algorithm
is used for determining RPN classification in taking recommended action and display it on the
user interface of the DFMEA module. This algorithm was necessary for generating the rules which
implemented all potential failure modes and all stations with different conditions of RPN rank,
as shown in Figure 5. RPN Classification is used to prioritize the most recommended action and the
most related to one of the quality defects. RPN rank classified is shown every five times (rank 1 to 5,
rank 6 to 10, etc.) as displayed in the RPN list table, while the top five RPN ranks will directly display
the recommended action of the selected potential failure mode and station.
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This algorithm is developed and integrated into a system that consists of a knowledge-based
system and database. The knowledge-based system contains flexible rules (If–Then) that use variables
and is defined by the users in the system. RPN classification and all potential failure modes are used as
variables for the conditions in the decision table. According to the FMEA datasheet, the relationship
between potential failure modes and RPN rank classification in decision tables are proposed by
generating rules for decisions in pseudocode. Decision tables are composed of a set of rules whose
aim are to describe which combinations of conditions are needed to take the right set of actions [16].
An example of rules for searching recommended actions related to DTV with potential failure modes
in each station is given as follows:

1. R1-PU: IF (Station) is picking up AND (Potential failure mode) is groove AND include in Top 5
< RPN ≤ Top 10 THEN Table next rank in the Top 10 RPN and button of next Top 15 RPN and
remaining RPN rank are out.

2. R1-BA: IF (Station) is balancing AND (Potential failure mode) is amount of unbalance
determination error AND include in Top 10 < RPN ≤ Top 15 THEN Table next rank in the
Top 15 RPN and button remaining RPN rank are out.

3. R1-GR: IF (Station) is grinding AND (Potential failure mode) is rough surface finish AND include
in RPN = Top 5 ran THEN text of recommended action of DTV and button of Top 10 RPN, Top 15
RPN, and remaining RPN rank are out.

4. R1-IN: IF (Station) is inspection AND (Potential failure mode) is Brake disc cleanliness and drying
is not complete AND include in RPN > Top 20 THEN Table next rank in the Top 20 RPN is out.

There are mainly two modules needed to obtain system knowledge: one is DFMEA as explained
in the previous paragraph, and the other is component FMEA. Component FMEA was created during
the development stage of DFMEA, which utilizes three selections of quality defects that contain a
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rearranged table of all FMEA datasheets. This module is stored in the same database as DFMEA and
can be conveniently modified or added during the application stage by the quality expert. A database
is a structured collection of data or records stored in tables with relationships that can be queried to
retrieve information [17]. Databases are developed based on the information of brake disc processes,
the station’s characteristics in the production line, and the machine tool’s inspection standard based on
management ledgers. The process code as information identification is used for programming the
system database and the system functionality. The flexibility of the IF–Then rules (using variables)
gives a further advantage in which the system can be updated easily by the user without changing the
programming of the developed system [18]. This makes the developed system updatable as required
according to the failure or product specifications.

This quality control system is divided into two users, an administrator and a production
performance manager (PPM). The PPM can only read the system without touching anything in the
database, while the administrator can update and customize the database, which is a key advantage
and should be part of the expert team. Furthermore, the administrator can manage all the users in
a quality control system, whether it the PPM or the administrator itself. One important thing in the
database that comes from the FMEA datasheet is the relationships between records, which ensures
data integrity. To understand this relationship, an entity relationship diagram (ERD) plays a crucial
role in the programming development process, as shown in Figure 6.
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5. Discussion

The FMEA method is applied in quality control processes of brake disc production lines, where
the severity, occurrence, and the detection of the phenomena are determined. The FMEA method
reveals the weakness of hidden processes, leading to the quantification of related failure risks and the
creation of a priority matrix for further corrective actions [19]. All assessments are expressed by scores,
which can be calculated from the RPN value. FMEA datasheets used data from the management
ledger, production department, and maintenance department. FMEA is conducted at each station of
the production line to help determine potential causes of failure in different phases. FMEA analysis
shows that RPN has a higher value of 112 in the grinding station related to the grinding wheel during
surface processing and quality defects of parallelism. Runout also has a higher RPN value of 112
in the balancing station, associated with a machine tool setup that produces jig wear. Parallelism
and DTV have similar phenomena in the top five RPN ranks. The top five ranks of RPN are used to
form the main suggestion given to the user for manufacturing system adjustment decision making
to eliminate product failures. These data analyses compiled in FMEA datasheets will be managed
in a database and developed into a decision support system. The recommended action is executed
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by considering only the rules stored in the knowledge base. New quality defect types need to be
added in the FMEA datasheet to be stored in the knowledge base. However, managing knowledge in
databases and developing semi-automatic systems for selection are the main challenges for researchers
developing decision support systems [20].

The decision support system was programmed using the Java language and Apache NetBeans
platform. Modules of the system include the user interface, main interface (selection module), DFMEA,
and Component FMEA. DFMEA module provides function for operator in deciding action by selecting
the exact “potential failure mode” and “station”, then the related FMEA information will be out. While
Component FMEA module provides function for operator in deciding action by selecting quality defect
type and all data related FMEA information. For example, operator think the defect directly come
to DTV, then open all FMEA data related DTV in this module. To run those modules, a knowledge
system queries a knowledge base to generate an output from the database depending on the module
selected by the user. Then, the knowledge base retrieves its information and gives it to the user.

Figure 7 shows the user interface that enables the user (PPM) to access the decision support
system and the main interface in the right side. After the user interface is accessed, the selection
module and the slide that describes the functionality of quality control systems are displayed in the
main interface. The DFMEA module (denoted by 1) is the main module in this quality control system,
enabling PPM to input variables for generating the suggested RPN. The variables that can be selected
in this module interface are the potential failure mode and station. The potential failure mode is
considered to be the first step in the selection of variables because when the defected product comes
from the conveyor, the operator simply cannot analyze at which station the error originates. After that,
the station estimate is selected based on the selected potential failure mode, and another interface will
be shown to provide the results for the rule-based algorithm. The systematic procedure and DFMEA
results page for the example rules described in the previous section are shown in Figure 8. It can be
seen the suggested RPN as an output is displayed directly via text for the recommended action and
RPN list table. The component FMEA module (denoted by 2) shows all the FMEA data of the quality
defect. The user can select any quality defect and RPN list table of each will be out. DFMEA provides a
fast delivery time when suggesting the RPN ranks to the user compared to component FMEA without
knowing the cause. However, component FMEA has a significant impact on one quality defect if the
user eliminates such failures by carrying out the recommended action based on RPN list of tables that
have been sorted.
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6. Conclusions

This study proposes development of a rule-based system for selecting a recommended action,
in which the FMEA method is applied for analyzing the processes of brake disc production lines.
Further, modules of the system were also presented by developing intelligent acquisition of the FMEA
data for decision making in offline control processes. DTV, runout, and parallelism were selected as
the most common defect types in brake disc production lines. These quality defects were analyzed by
determining failure modes, effects, causes/mechanisms, control detection, and recommended actions
to determine the RPN value. In this study, the failure mode indicated the phenomenon generated
by interrelated failures of the production processes related to the selected quality defects from each
station. After that, the RPN values were sorted according to rank for the knowledge system in the
expert system. The top 5 RPN ranking of each quality defect plays a significant role in determining
the recommended action in the expert system using a rule-based algorithm. The expert system is
developed focusing on two modules, DFMEA as the main module and component FMEA. DFMEA
module provides function for operator in deciding action by selecting the exact “potential failure
mode” and “station”. While Component FMEA module provides function for operator in deciding
action by selecting quality defect type.

However, at present the system considering new data in the knowledge system is not able to
perform self-updates. That is, the administrator adds new data simultaneously while sorting RPN
rankings in the database. Therefore, in future work we are develop a knowledge system with an
algorithm that sorts the RPN ranking automatically when new are added and implement this system
in an online environment.
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